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1 IntrodutionThe priority projet CALMO of COSMO (years 2013-2016) indued an objetive multivariate alibrationmethod aiming on substituting expert tuning. Expert tuning is a proedure by whih free or poorly on�nedparameters existing in the parameterization shemes of RCM and NWP models are mainly tuned using expertknowledge (Duan et al., 2006; Skamarok, 2004;Bayler et al., 2000).This proedure, performed for spei�parameterization shemes addressed by model developers, usually underestimates parameter interations,follows a non-objetive proedure, and is di�ult to repliate without a diret involvement of the modeldevelopers.Several studies, over the last years, have been onduted towards substituting expert tuning by objetive andautomati methodologies to alibrate unon�ned model parameters existing in both NWP and RCM model(Bellprat et al., 2012a and 2012b, Gong et al.,2015, Duan et al., 2016, Gong et al., 2016, Voudouri et al.,2017, 2018).At the framework of CALMO, the implementation of the alibration method that has been developed byBellprat et al. (2012a) and implemented for a regional limate model has been applied on COSMO-NWPmodelusing a horizontal resolution of 0.0625o and then tested for a horizontal resolution of 0.02o (approximately2km) over a mainly ontinental domain overing the Alpine Ar.In the priority projet CALMO-MAX (years 2017�in progress) additional tests on the advantages ofthealibration method for COSMO model, using a �ner resolution of 0.01o are studied. The steps followed,namely model setup, parameter seletion as well as basi di�erenes between the two priority projets arebrie�y desribed in Setion 2. Results from CALMO to be onsidered in CALMO-MAX are presented inSetion 3. A summary and onlusions are given in Setion 4.2 Data and Methodology2.1 Model setupThe ode used is the refatored version of the COSMO model (Lapillonne and Fuhrer,2014) based on theo�ial version 5.00 of the model, apable of running on GPU-based hardware arhitetures, operationallyused by MeteoSwiss. In CALMO, simulations were performed with COSMO model over the whole year 2013and operated with horizontal resolution of 0.02o (approximately 2km) for a domain inluding the wider areaof Switzerland and Northern Italy (Fig. 1), while in CALMO-MAX a �ner resolution of 0.01° (about 1 km) isused. The vertial extension reahes 23.5 km ( 30hPa) with 60 model levels for CALMO and 80 for CALMO-MAX. Initial and boundary �elds for all tests are derived from the MeteoSwiss operational foreasting arhivesystem at 0.02o horizontal resolution ( 2km).In addition, the history of the soil, not used in the on�guration of CALMO, is onsidered in the CALMO-MAX simulations (hindast mode). Finally, for CALMO-MAX, the soil has been initialized by a 3 yearsspin-up using TERRA Standalone (TSA).doi:10.5676/dwd_pub/nwv/osmo-nl_19_05
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3b. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Soil and Surfae 332.2. Data and seleted parametersThe unon�ned parameters existing in COSMO model are related to sub-grid sale turbulene, surfae layerparameterization, grid-sale louds, preipitation, moist and shallow onvetion, radiation, soil sheme et.(Doms et al., 2011, Gebhardt et al., 2011). Thus, sensitivity experiments using twelve parameters assoiatedwith turbulene (tur_len, tkhmin, tkmmin), surfae layer parameterization (rat_sea, rlam_heat, rsmin),grid-sale preipitation (v0snow), moist and shallow onvetion (entr_s), radiation (rad_fa, u1) and thesoil sheme (_soil) have been performed and the most sensitive ones have been seleted. Figure 2 illustratesthe sensitivity of minimum 2m temperature with respet to 7 (left panel) and 5 parameters (right panel)respetively. The red polygon refers to the zero sensitivity �axis� while sensitivities lose to zero are depitedwith blue bullets. In left panel of �gure 2, negative sensitivities, well below the red polygon are depitedwith orange bullets while positive sensitivities well above the red polygon are depited with green bullets.In right panel of �gure 2, all negative and positive sensitivities are depited with green bullets. The dashedpolygon line that onnets the dots denotes optially the overall sensitivity for the onsidered meteorologialvariable espeially to the degree that it is onvex/onave and mainly in referene to the zero sensitivity redpolygon. In CALMO, the six model parameters seleted were: asymptoti turbulene length sale, tur_len[m℄; minimal di�usion oe�ients for heat, tkhmin[m2/s℄; salar resistane for the latent and sensible heat�uxes in the laminar surfae layer, rlam_heat [no units℄; the surfae-area index of the evaporating frationof grid points over land, _soil[no units℄; the fator in the terminal veloity for snow, v0snow[no units℄; andthe mean entrainment rate of boundary layer humidity into the shallow onvetion louds, entr_s [m-1℄.In CALMO-MAX �ve parameters were seleted: tkhmin, rlam_heat, v0snow(already used in CALMO), andadditionally the fration of loud water/ie onsidered for radiation, radfa[no units℄ and the parameter foromputing the amount of loud over in saturated onditions, u1[no units℄.The parameters are alibrated against daily minimum and maximum 2m temperature values (Tmax and Tminrespetively) as well as 24h aumulated preipitation (pre). For temperature, available measurements of dailymean surfae air temperature seleted at the station network of MeteoSwiss were used. More spei�ally theinterpolated values of all available 2m-temperature maximum and minimum observations over Switzerland toa 2km-grid are provided by Frei (2014).For preipitation observations over Switzerland, the gridded MeteoSwiss radar omposites were used, orretedby rain gauges and interpolated to the model grid. Over Northern Italy, observations interpolated to the modelgrid were used only where the grid points in the viinity of the stations get a value. In addition to Tmin,Tmax and pre, radio soundings data and the assoiated model pro�les at grid points near the soundingsloations were used. Sunshine duration and 2m dew point temperature are also onsidered in CALMO-MAXwith observational data provided by MeteoSwiss.

Figure 1: Topography of the simulation area
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2.3. MethodologyThe alibration methodology is presented in detail in Voudouri et al. 2017 and 2018. It relies on a Meta-Model(MM) that approximates the parameter spae, using a multi-variate quadrati regression in an n-dimensionalmodel (Neelin et al., 2010 and 2010a). The spei� MM is based on the assumption that hanges of thesimulated model quantity, due to a parameter perturbation, are smooth and thus an be approximated by a2nd order polynomial regression.As a quadrati �t is determined by only three points, this assumption allows �tting the MM by performing alow number of simulations, namely 2N+0.5N(N-1)+1, for N parameters, whih is ruial for omputationallyexpensive NWP and RCM models.The use of a quadrati regression further inhibits over-�tting and allowsfor analytial solutions of the parameter spae. One the MM has been onstruted, it an be used as asurrogate to perform a large number of simulations, testing several parameter values in order to �nd theoptimalombination of values.In CALMO, the MM adapted for COSMO-CLM by Bellprat et al., 2012a, has been onsolidated and extendedby adding the option not to average Tmax/Tmin over regions, the predition of multiple vertial pro�le har-ateristis, and the possibility of supporting new geographial regions. The quality sore to aount for modelperformane was a RMSE-type performane sore initially tested in CALMO preliminary phase.Suessively,an advaned performane sore was introdued based on the COSMO Index (COSI) developed by Damrath(2009). The COSI sore ombines the RMSE-type for ontinuous variables and the ETS (Equitable Thresh-old Sore) for ategorial �elds. The COSI sore in CALMO-MAX is updated to inlude sunshine duration,mean, maximum and minimum dew point temperature, while for preipitation ETS is replaed with the FSS(Fration Skill Sore).3 ResultsDuring the preliminary phase of CALMO, it has been shown (Voudouri et al., 2017 and 2018) that theMM developed for limate models (Bellprat 2012a, 2012b) an be adapted to COSMO-NWP. Therefore, theobjetive methodology an be transferred from RCM to NWP. During the seond phase of CALMO, anoptimal set of six parameters over the entire year has been extrated, as well as monthly optimal valuesillustrating model parameters sensitivity on di�erent weather types. Figure 3 shows the 24 hour aumulatedpreipitation (pre), Tmax and Tmin values provided by MM against COSMO simulation results during theyear 2013. The related orrelation values are 79.9%, 80.6% and 78.2% respetively.Monthly and yearly improvement of the model performane assoiated with daily minimum and maximum2m temperature, as well as 24h aumulated preipitation when using the set of optimum parameter values,against the values reommended in the default model setup have been investigated. More spei�ally theannual yle of the performane sore using the optimum set of six parameters is presented in Figure 4. Theannual yle of the improved performane sore when the optimum parameter sets is used is presented in theblue dotted line in Figure 4, while the red line stands for the improvement of the sore over the entire year,when the optimum set of parameters is used replaing the default ones.

Figure 2: Spider graphs of minimum 2m temperature sensitivity with respet to 7 (left panel) and 5 param-eters (right panel)COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3b. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Soil and Surfae 35The monthly variability of the performane sore with respet to the overall improvement (over the entire year)indiates that the model performane is sensitive to di�erent weather patterns. This feature is pronounedduring winter (and spei�ally for February) with the overall improvement reahing up to 12%. The e�etsof alibration methodology on yearly and monthly performane sore, using �ner model resolution, is nowinvestigated at the framework of CALMO-MAX

Figure 3: 24h aumulated preipitation (upper panel), Tmax (left panel), Tmin (right panel) Meta-Modelpredition for the tested parameter ombination, vs. COSMO simulation results during the year 2013. X axispresents the simulated �eld minus the referene simulation. Y axis presents the Meta-Model �eld minus thereferene simulation.

Figure 4: yle of the performane sore improvement using the optimum set for six parameters used inCALMOCOSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



3b. Working Group on Physial Aspets: Soil and Surfae 364 ConlusionsThe methodology used in CALMO and CALMO-MAX priority projets showed that the alibration of theunon�ned model parameters using the MM is feasible. Model performane an be improved on monthlyand yearly basis. However, the methodology remains omputationally expensive. Towards this diretion, itwill be examined within CALMO-MAX whether the omputational ost ould be redued by e.g. applyingCALMO methodology on10-20 days set, representing most of the synopti situation, instead of an entire year.One the omputational ost is redued, the developed methodology ould be used by eah COSMO member,to de�ne an optimal parameter set over the target area of interest, for re-alibration after major modelhanges (e.g. higher horizontal and / or vertial resolution), for an unbiased assessment of di�erent modules(e.g.parameterization shemes), as well as for optimal perturbation of parameters when run in ensemble mode.Aknowledgments The present work is part of CALMO priority projet of COSMO. CSCS is aknowledgedfor providing the omputer resoures.Referenes[1℄ Albergel, C., de Rosnay, P., G. Balsamo, G., Isaksen, L., Munoz-Sabater, J., 2012: Soil Moisture Analysesat ECMWF: Evaluation Using Global Ground-Based In Situ Observations. J. Hydrometeor, 13, 1442-1460.[2℄ Aligo, E. A., Gallus, W. A. and Segal, M., 2007: Summer Rainfall Foreast Spread in an EnsembleInitialized with Di�erent Soil Moisture Analyses. Wea. Foreasting, 22, 299-314.
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